
What a great fall we have had! I hope you have gotten to enjoy the nice weather we had this 

week. It got to 82 degrees at the shop on Wednesday afternoon.  

 

Precision Planting Discounts  

2020 may almost be over, but you still have the opportunity to get in on the Gen 3 20/20 Grower 

Rebate. Get ready for the 2021 growing season by receiving a $500 rebate with the purchase of 

a new Gen 3 20/20.  

There is also a 2% cash discount until the end of the year if you are thinking of adding any new 

products to your planter!  

One on One Meeting  

Wondering what products to get next or you are not sure where to start? Schedule a one on one 

meeting; let us help you figure out what is the best for your planter and operation. 

Yetter Devastators on sale until January 31
st
, 2021!  

Are you worried about the wear and tear on your combine tires? Yetter 5000 Stalk Devastator 

are on sale now! Stalk Devastator Accelerates Residue Breakdown on top of saving equipment 

from stalk damage, the Devastator is a residue management tool that improves field conditions 

for the next planting season. Not only does the Devastator roll down cornstalks, it also crimps 

them—something stomper-style attachments don’t do. Nutrients from the broken stalks are 

released into the ground, jump-starting faster microbial activity. The faster breakdown that starts 

with the Devastator allows growers with conventional corn heads to get the results of residue 

breakdown without switching to more expensive, higher-horsepower chopping corn heads. And 

stalk breakdown saves you from making vertical tillage and stalk-chopping passes, increasing 

your profitability and ROI. 

More Information: https://www.yetterco.com/products/3-harvest-equipment/291-5000-stalk-

devastator-stalk-roller-attachment 

 Inside PTI 

Precision Planting rolled out Inside PTI at the 2020 Winter Conference. This is a video series 

with bonus content from the PTI Farm. This subscription has one email per week with one video 

equaling one trial. The videos outline the story of the year, the results of the trial and reasons it 

turned out the way it did. 

We know plot results are important tools while evaluating products and practices to implement 

on your farm. Precision Planting has decided to continue Inside PTI for a second season. Follow 

the link to sign up for Inside PTI. 

https://www.precisionplanting.com/series/insidePTI?utm_medium=301&utm_source=insid

epti.com#form 
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Podcast  

Are you a podcast listener? Looking for something different to listen to in the tractor, combine or 

pickup? Precision Planting has started a podcast called Smarter Every Season, available where 

you stream podcasts. https://smarter-every-season.captivate.fm/ 

 

Have a wonderful weekend!  

 

--- 

Dale, Jacob and Kristine 

DJ’s Planter Sales & Service, LLC  
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